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Last week, a friend called me for no reason --
just to "say hi," which I think is incredibly
intrusive and even presumptuous. But I was
feeling pret-ty good at that moment, and picked
up. It went like this:

Friend: "What're you doing?"

Me: "Just hangin' out, drinking the
kombucha I bartered some eggs for."

Friend: "Jesus f***ing Christ. Don't ever
talk about that to me again."

How did I arrive at this height of clichéd existence, living as a Brooklyn creative type with
connections to kombucha brewers and a backyard chicken coop? Easy: It turns out you can just
drive to a farm and buy some chickens. I highly recommend it.

After Tei (the boyfriend) and I struggled to not murder each other while constructing a chicken coop
in the backyard of our apartment building, we started to look for nearby farms selling pullet hens.
Pullets are like teenagers, still young but perfectly capable of laying eggs like so many other pitiable
pre-pubescents. They don't seem to suffer any of the self-loathing I personally remember from those
days, nor the acne, nor the CERD (Compulsive Eye-Rolling Disease), but there are some biological
similarities (more on that later).

Many people who keep backyard hens start with
newborn chicks, which cost only a few dollars
each and are shipped through the mail
(because the world is crazy). I've heard that the
chicks can often arrive sick or dead and some
have even been infected with salmonella. They
are also several months away from laying eggs
and extremely vulnerable.  

But the main reason we wanted to go to an
actual farm to buy hens was a simple one: Tei
and I like to know where our food comes from.
And, when possible, we like it come from small
farms. So it was an obvious excuse for a field
trip.

Finding an actual farm turned out to be a little
daunting at first. But when in doubt, go to
Craigslist. But a friend who grew up on a farm
and truly enjoys discussing the pros and cons of
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Doreen Weston, chicken wrangler extraordinaire.
Photo: Nina Lalli

The girls on the way home.
Photo: Nina Lalli

Tweet

various chicken breeds was generous with
advice and helped us vet the Craigslist ads we
found. We ended up driving just an hour west of Brooklyn to Smoke Hollow Farm, in central New
Jersey.

I showed up with the buzzy excitement I've always felt when adopting a new pet (which I've done
way too many times to be normal). And it was nice to see that the farmer, Doreen Weston -- while
certainly no softy -- sees her chickens, goats, sheep, and horses as pets, too. Her main business is
actually training show horses; she started keeping chickens just for her own personal egg needs,
but she got so much interest in pullet hens from others that she soon started breeding and selling
them to neighbors with backyard dreams just like ours.

Doreen showed us the breeds she had: Rhode Island Reds (the common brown backyard hen),
Barred Rocks (black-and-white speckled), and Black Stars (black) -- all of which lay brown eggs. 
These three breeds possess two characteristics that are important to us: they're considered "winter-
hardy" (especially the Rholde Island Reds) and "good layers" (producing four or five eggs a week).
Doreen was sold out of Araucanas, which lay the pale green eggs that inspired Martha Stewart's
paint collection (a fact I knew and felt compelled to share, and which was met with an immediate,
straight-faced "good for her" from Farmer Doreen.) "They all taste the same," she chuckled,
managing (just barely) not to roll her eyes.

I admit it: I wanted the pretty eggs because they're special and everyone would say "ooooh" when
they saw them, but I got over it. It surprises me that the taste doesn't vary much among breeds, but
I later learned that egg taste is distinguished by various stages of richness rather than distinct
flavors.

Tei and I had discussed buying three, maybe
four chickens. But instead we bought six -- two
of each breed, for $12 each. When we showed
Doreen an iPhone picture of our kooky chicken
coop, she said we could probably keep a dozen.
(The rule is that they really only need a
wingspan's worth of space each.) A flicker in
Tei's eyes seemed to say, After all that work on
the facility, why not go for it? I could relate.

Why not go for it? Because it would be an
insane egg factory and we would have to buy
most of the food they eat -- that's why. So we
held back and stuck with six (which still
produces too many eggs for two people to eat,
by the way).

A silent man-farmer who worked with Doreen packed up the birds in a cardboard box with air vents,
and we drove them home after Doreen assured us a few more times that chickens are easy to care
for. They cooed, barely, all the way back --  a little smooshed together but seemingly content.

When we got them home, we placed the box in the fenced-in run outside their coop and I opened it
carefully. I stood back, expecting the birds to bust out and do crazy-bird stuff, but nothing
happened. For a few minutes I assumed I'd killed them with road rage in the Holland tunnel. But the
birds were just scared, like a gaggle of teenage wallflowers who just arrived at the dance. I dumped
them out, upending the box completely, and they began to mill around slowly. And then, trend be
damned, we were real urban farmers.

Nina Lalli lives with one man, two dogs, and six chickens in Bed-Stuy, Brooklyn. She has written about
food for the Village Voice and Serious Eats, among others. She has a day job and posts smaller farm
updates on her blog, peebottlefarms.tumblr.com.
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Great story.  I've been contemplating chickens for awhile now and your story convinced me
to take the leap into suburban farming.  Still, I don't think one really becomes a farmer until
they have to deal with the chickens after they are done laying eggs.  That's when we are
reminded of Micheal Moore's documentary "Pets or Meat?"......

crackbaby

Like Reply3 days ago 2 Likes

And what will you do with them when they stop laying eggs in a few years?  Have fun with
that.

Hart Noecker

Like Reply3 days ago

Hmm, let's see. Perhaps EAT THEM!
Seems easy enough...

Bordercollierules

Like Reply3 days ago in reply to Hart Noecker 2 Likes

What kind of jerk would harm an animal like that?  I sure hope Grist readers
don't seriously think harming animals is acceptable behavior in the 21st
century.  We put Michael Vick in jail for a reason.

Hart Noecker

Like Reply2 days ago in reply to Bordercollierules 1 Like
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There's a world of difference between humanely slaughtering an
animal that is at an end of a life in which it has been well-cared for
and happy, and training an animal to fight to the death for human
amusement.

Like Reply2 days ago in reply to Hart Noecker 3 Likes

No there isn't.  There is no such thing as a humane slaughter.
 And something you and the writer of this article clearly know
nothing about is what is done to the MALE CHICKS at
hatcheries.  You wanna talk about inhumane, you might wanna
learn a bit about the subject, pally.

Hart Noecker

Like Reply2 days ago in reply to Bryant Turnage 2 Likes

"Pally"? Maybe you could cut the condescension and
speak to me like an adult. Your self-righteousness isn't
going to win anyone to your cause.

Bryant Turnage

Like Reply2 days ago in reply to Hart Noecker
2 Likes

If compassion and respect of life strikes you as
self-righteous, you might wanna look up what
that word means too.

Hart Noecker

Like Reply2 days ago
in reply to Bryant Turnage 1 Like

I am native Hawaiian. To be fair, obviously you did not know that.
Nevertheless, I have always found the "moral/ethical argument" often
utilized by vegans to be rather offensive. As I have experienced that
the overwhelming majority of vegans who do so are caucasians with a
self-inflated sense of moral superiority. 
While I am not accusing you of the latter, feel free to force your
"morals" upon someone who cares.....

Bordercollierules

Like Reply1 day ago in reply to Hart Noecker

Hi, Bordercollierules!

I agree that Hart Noecker's comments have been unnecessarily
inflammatory here.  Let's not let that distract us from
considering the issues, though.

You wrote that you "[...] have always found the 'moral/ethical
argument' often utilized by vegans to be rather offensive."  This
is very interesting.  When someone stands up for the human

Timothy E. Putnam
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rights of women to not suffer genital mutilation, does it matter
what race, ethnicity, or nationality that human rights advocate
may be?  Or are human rights violations wrong regardless of
who points out the violation?  Is it offensive if a black Ugandan
woman says that women must be respected, not violated? 
What if a white US American man says women must be
respected, not violated?  Why is one a matter of justice and
another is a matter of "self-inflated sense of moral superiority"?

Must I be Hawaiʻian to recognize that it's immoral to occupy
and overthrow a sovereign nation, establishing economic and
political dominance over a people?  No, of course not.  If
something is wrong, it's wrong independent of me.  Justice
can't be a matter of personal or cultural perspective, or else
colonialism would be justifiable for the people in power, rape
would be justifiable for the rapist, and murder would be
justifiable for the person holding the gun.  Justice has to be
objective, or else every form of the most despicable violations
would be acceptable.

Similarly, I'm claiming that our use of animals is an example of
injustice.  It's not immoral because I say it is.  Rather, like
human rights violations, animal use is immoral because of its
nature:  it treats a someone as a something to be used for
someone else's purposes.  And it's wrong regardless of who
points out that violation—female, male, black, white, Hawaiʻian,
Japanese, Brazilian, old, young, rich, poor, transgendered,
cisgendered, whomever.

But, when we recognize that we're doing something wrong, we
can stop.  That's what veganism is.  It's the personal
commitment to no longer exploit others.  You don't have to sign
a petition, or wait for a government regulation, or ask anyone
for permission.  You make that decision for yourself, and it's a
decision available right now, immediately.

Not because some white guy told you so, but because it's the
right thing to do.

Sincerely,
Tim

Like Reply1 day ago in reply to Bordercollierules 1 Like

Perhaps suggesting the solution to hens who can no
longer lay eggs is to murder them seems a bit
inflammatory, Tim.

Hart Noecker

Like Reply1 day ago in reply to Timothy E. Putnam

The actions of others do not excuse our own.

Timothy E. Putnam

Like Reply1 day ago in reply to Hart Noecker
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I know in my heart there is nothing immoral concerning
a plate of Ahi Poke, Lau lau and Lomi salmon. And I
shall continue to enjoy them.

Besides, if I spent that much time pondering over the
philosophical quandaries of every bite I take; I'd starve
to death. 

Bordercollierules

Like Reply1 day ago in reply to Timothy E. Putnam

Once again, consider this in a human analogy:

"Besides, if I spent that much time pondering
over the philosophical quandaries of everyone I
have sex with, I'd be celibate."

But, just as you are expected to refrain from
raping people, you ought to refrain from other
forms of exploitation.  And you needn't be a full-
time philosopher in order to be minimally decent
toward other individuals.

Timothy E. Putnam

Like Reply1 day ago
in reply to Bordercollierules

Only you can choose your own morality, andy only you can
choose compassion over violence and death.

Hart Noecker

Like Reply1 day ago in reply to Bordercollierules 1 Like

Well, we are real farmers.  We ride horses, keep cows, chickens and goats, manage
an extensive acreage all naturally.  All our animals are treated humanely and we are
excellent stewards of the gifts God has given us.  When they have reached the end
of a productive life, they are humanely slaughtered and precessed for us.  As I said,
good stewards.  We don't eat the horses, because we choose not to, they have a
graveyard under the pecan tree at the end of the arena.  The rest find solace in the
freezer.  Last night was delicious trout dinner caught and prepared by my 13yo son. 
The night before was venison chili from one of the deer harvested last fall by the
same son.  He is a responsible young man, a steward of the earth and more capable
at the ways of survival then most "city boys" I know. 

I understand you have chosen to abstain from eating meat. I know people
that believe even plants have feelings and "awareness." Do you also abstain from
eating them? 

I actually respect your views and your choices.  I also request that you walk a mile in
our shoes before you denigrate our choices.

Tknoland

Like Reply1 hour ago in reply to Hart Noecker
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Don't forget you have to clean up the poop.

terry

Like Reply3 days ago

Most of us agree that it's wrong to inflict unnecessary suffering and death on sentient beings,
yet most of us continue to inflict unnecessary suffering and death on them anyway.  We don't
need to consume animal products to be optimally healthy, as mainstream health authorities
agree.  We certainly don't need to use animal products for environmental reasons; animal
use is an indisputable environmental and ecological disaster.  And it's unnecessary.  We use
animals for our pleasure, amusement, convenience, habit, and tradition—not because we
need eggs or because we need to have chickens in our Brooklyn backyards.

And let's be honest with ourselves:  when we commodify sentient beings as our resources—
as things to be used—, we necessarily violate their basic interests in not being property.  We
participate in slavery.  We participate in speciesist injustice whereby the interests of an
individual are ignored because of a morally irrelevant characteristic:  species membership.

It doesn't matter how "humanely" we treat them.  It doesn't matter how many prayers we say
or how grateful we are "for their sacrifice".  It doesn't matter how good using them tastes or
looks or feels.  Whether someone is a human, a chicken, a dolphin, a cow, or whomever
else, it is morally wrong to violate her basic interests so that we can satisfy our transparently
frivolous desires.

But we can take justice and respect seriously by being vegan.  Being vegan means we reject
the use of other animals as our things.  Instead, we respect them as the individuals they
are.  We choose non-animal sources for food, clothing, entertainment, and other uses. 
Refusing to participate in the exploitation of other animals is the least we owe them as a
fundamental matter of justice and moral decency.  It's better for you, it's better for the planet,
but most importantly, it's the morally right thing to do.

For some answers to frequently asked questions, please visit:
http://www.abolitionistapproac...

To learn how you can respect animals by becoming vegan, please visit:
http://bostonvegan.org/becomin...

Timothy E. Putnam

Like Reply3 days ago 2 Likes

Backyard slavery by any other name is still slavery.  Well said, Timothy.

Hart Noecker

Like Reply2 days ago in reply to Timothy E. Putnam 3 Likes

Um...there are pullets (female chickens less than one year old) and hens..(females older
than one year). No such thing as a pullet hen, either a hen or a pullet. Then there are the
male counterparts... cockerals and cocks... just sayin'

cassie

Like Reply2 days ago 1 Like

http://grist.disqus.com/peebottle_farms_chicken_run/latest.rss
http://grist.disqus.com/peebottle_farms_chicken_run/latest.rss
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http://disqus.com/twitter-79611159/
http://twitter.com/terryberryballs
http://www.abolitionistapproach.com/faqs/
http://bostonvegan.org/becoming-vegan
http://disqus.com/facebook-59700691/
http://www.facebook.com/TEPutnam
http://disqus.com/facebook-100001623066825/
http://www.facebook.com/people/Hart-Noecker/100001623066825
http://disqus.com/guest/d5e36e122b8c166b60f1879d02449e9a/
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